
Roll-top closure

Weatherproof Bags
SAILING GEAR

RF4015
55-LITRE ROLL-TOP DRY 
CREW BAG
A large, lightweight yet durable carry-all; highly water 
resistant, protects and keeps all your crew kit dry.

 Weather Ready
 Secure water-resistant zipper to main compartment 

with roll-top seal for additional protection from the 
elements. Lightweight yet durable thermoplastic 
polyurethane (TPU) fabric with fully welded 
construction.

 Accessory-Friendly
 2x fast access outside pockets with water resistant 

zippers for additional storage.
 Travel Equipped 

 Padded carry handles with additional removable 
padded over- shoulder strap makes for a comfortable 
and versatile carry-all.

 Outside Dimensions
 H300mm x W800mm x D350mm
 (H12” x W31 1/2” x D14”).

 Note: external pocket zip is water resistant, not 
waterproof. Outside dimensions measured when 
folded 3x.

RF4015



Adjustable padded harness

Weatherproof Bags
SAILING GEAR

RF4014
55-LITRE DRY BACKPACK
A rugged, highly water resistant roll-top dry bag that is 
loaded with practical features and big enough for all your 
sailing, kiting, surfing or paddling gear delivered in a smart, 
ergonomic backpack that makes packing and travelling a 
breeze.

 Room to Spare
 A big 55-litre capacity with a large opening for ease 

of packing and handling.
 Versatile, Snug Fit

 Fully padded backpack harness, padded straps, and 
adjustable cross-chest strap for extra comfort and fit. 

 4x adjustable side compression straps for attaching 
additional items or cinching when the bag is not full.

 Watertight
 Light but durable TPU fabric, leak-proof welded 

construction with water resistant zipper and reliable 
fold and clip closure keeps your gear bone dry.

 Accessory-Friendly
 Large external accessory pocket with water 

resistant zipper. Additional pocket inside main bag 
compartment for additional secure storage.

 Outside Dimensions 
 H600mm x W430mm x D270mm
 (H23 1/2” x W17” x D10 1/2”)

 Note: external pocket zip is water resistant, not 
waterproof. Outside dimensions measured when 
folded 3x.

RF4013
30-LITRE DRY BACKPACK
The 30-litre dry backpack combines a water-
resistant roll-top seal with the practical features of an 
ergonomic backpack that makes packing light a cinch.

 Versatile, Feature Packed
 Light but durable TPU fabric with fully welded 

construction. Main compartment with roll-top, 
side mount closure.

 Includes fast access front pocket with water 
resistant zipper and side-mounted accessory 
loops.

 Fully-Adjustable
 Fully padded backpack harness, padded  

straps, and adjustable cross-chest strap for 
comfort and fit.

 Notebook Friendly
 Padded neoprene sleeve inside main 

compartment 230mm x 320mm (9” x 12 1/2”).
 Outside Dimensions

 H500mm x W300mm x D270mm
 (H19 1/2” x W12” x D10 1/2”).

 Note: external pocket zip is water resistant, not 
waterproof. Outside dimensions measured when 
folded 3x.

RF4012
10-LITRE DRY BAG
A handy compact dry bag that is highly water 
resistant, the perfect size for protecting  
personal items.

 Secure
 Simple, reliable fold and clip closure keeps 

everything dry. Removable shoulder strap.
 Leak-Proof Construction

 Durable TPU fabric with full welded construction.
 Clear window allows you to see what is inside.

 Outside Dimensions 
 H300mm x W200mm (H12” x W8”) when 
 folded 3x.
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